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Managing Projects in Organizations : How to Make the Best Use of Time, Techniques, and PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your Handbook for Managing Projects
In this third edition of Managing Projects in Organizations, J. Davidson Frame updates and expands on his classic book to provide an accessible introduction to the field of project management. Drawing on more than twenty-five years of consulting and training experience, Frame’s most current edition of...
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Data Protection and Information Lifecycle ManagementPrentice Hall, 2005


The Definitive Guide to Protecting Enterprise Data


Your enterprise data is your most critical asset. If it's compromised, your business can be destroyed. Don't let that happen-leverage today's state-of-the-art strategies, best practices, and technologies and protect your critical information. In...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Windows XP Media CenterQue, 2003
Use the Absolute Beginner's Guide to Windows XP Media Center to take the PC experience further! This book helps you unlock the potential of your Windows XP Media Center, in the fun, friendly Absolute Beginner's Guide style. This book covers everything you need to know to use your Media Center to its full potential,...
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Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...
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Software Agreements Line by Line: How to Understand & Change Software Licenses & Contracts to Fit Your NeedsAspatore Books, 2003
In such a business climate that demands a heightened understanding and keen ability to leverage essential technologies, one must understand every element of an agreement as critical and essential as the software user/vendor contract. As there has long been a disconnect between the express interests of the end user and the objectives of the vendor...
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The Firebird Book: A Reference for Database DevelopersApress, 2004
The Firebird Book: A Guide for Database Developers is a comprehensive, practical guide for developing client/server FirebirdSQL database applications for small and large networks of users. FirebirdSQL is an open source database, and while not as popular as MySQL or PostgreSQL, it has a dedicated following, and has far more advanced features.
...
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Python Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006

	I was excited when my editor asked me to write a phrasebook on the Python language. The phrasebook is one of the smallest books I have ever written; however, it was one of the hardest.

	

	The idea of a conventional phrasebook is to provide readers with quick phrases that actually mean something in the language. The Python...
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Algorithms and Data Structures in C++ (Computer Engineering)CRC Press, 1993

	Algorithms and Data Structures in C++ introduces modern issues in the theory of algorithms, emphasizing complexity, graphs, parallel processing, and visualization. To accomplish this, the book uses an appropriate subset of frequently utilized and representative algorithms and applications in order to demonstrate the unique and modern aspects...
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The Definitive Guide to GrailsApress, 2006
Reviewed and endorsed by Guillaume Laforge and Dierk Koenig of Groovy, The Definitive Guide to Grails, by Grails lead Graeme Rocher, is for anyone looking for a more agile approach to web development with a dynamic scripting language such as Groovy. It will show you the new direction web frameworks are taking and specifically how a dynamic...
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Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2006
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. The growing awareness of such repercussions has led to major public initiatives like the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European 2003/98" directive of the European Parliament.

Batini and...
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Understanding Broadband over Power LineAuerbach Publications, 2006
Understanding Broadband over Power Line explores all aspects of the emerging technology that enables electric utilities to provide support for high-speed data communications via their power infrastructure. This book examines the two methods used to connect consumers and businesses to the Internet through the utility infrastructure: the existing...
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Mastering Photoshop CS3 for Print Design and ProductionSybex, 2007
For a long time now, Photoshop has reigned as the premier image-editing application for print designers and production artists. In fact, those of us in the print and publishing fields have become so dependent on Photoshop that it’s hard to imagine life without it. In the early days of Photoshop, it was considered primarily a tool for graphic...
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